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"Even he, Trump, held back 20 percent of the documents," Stone told Jack Posobiec
of Human Events, part of the GOP nonprofit Turning Point USA. "When I had the
occasion to ask him about that, I said, 'Why didn't you let it all out?'
"He said, 'I can't tell you, it's so horrible you wouldn't believe it. Someday you'll find out.'
That was the sum total of it and he didn't want to talk further about it. He kicked the can
down the road to President Joe Biden."1

There are two issues with Trump’s comment “it's so horrible you wouldn't believe it” and the
first is the speculation for the rest of us as to what is so horrible? Was he talking about what ‘they’ did
to his body trying to show only three shots or what they did to him (or someone else’s body) in
Washington, or even what they did with his body when it was moved later on from the first burial with
the eternal fire? Would it be horrible to find out who killed Kennedy?

And the second: We are going on about eleven presidents since November 23, 1963 at 12:30 Dallas
time, and each one has had the privilege to read – or be briefed on (among other things) the JFK
report(s). Why hasn’t at least one of them made it public? Your guess is as good as mine but I think the
perpetrators of the killing are pretty close to home – and they don’t want that bit of info known to the
bourgeois American ordinary common person.

Let me add a third reason. I don’t think, in spite of all the reports/records/readings, that the truth is
written down somewhere that says by name(s) who was responsible for JFK’s death. You may get the
names of all the cross firing shooters that day but these trigger guys were not the ones responsible for
his elimination.

The answer is on my title page. Did you read it? Do you believe it?

The task of this paper

Is to spend a few pages on how Chemtrails, President Trump, JFK, The Secret Team, the
Illumina , the CIA, and L. Fletcher Prouty all figure in (finally!!!!) with “who done it.”

“I was wrong in error…”

1 Trump Told Roger Stone He 'Won't Believe' What's in Classified JFK Files (newsweek.com)
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Chemtrails SAI
This high al tude (they spray at 40,000 feet) phenomenon is called “Stratospheric Aerosol
Injec on” (SAI) by CIA Director John Brennan back in June of 2016.2 It took me from about June of 2015
to believe that the “Geoengineering” could take place over my house, my state, and my country.

My paper makes the argument that this world wide opera on of spraying sulfur, stron um, barium, nano
aluminum, cadmium – to name a few – is to then reflect the sun rays.

My paper was urging (actually a plan to urge) my government to stop this opera on. I “knew”
President Trump would see right through Brennan, the CIA, the FAA, and the United States
Congress and stop this.

Of course he didn’t.

Why?

My argument then on page 7 was:

Ques on 1. Who is responsible for the chemtrails? Answer: USGCRP (or whoever is running USGCRP –
the so-called “elites” or the “illumina ”?). USGCRP = U.S. Global Change Research Program.

These two names are called some mes known as the “Deep State” and maybe associated with the idea
of non-elected bureaucrats or government employees. These people just work for USGCRP which has
another name or ‘agencies of the swamp.’

A be er term for “illumina ” is The Secret Team or ST. The Secret Team is a group in the CIA that run
the show. They call the shots. No one really knows who they are but ST made it clear for Trump
that he was not going to write an Execu ve Order to stop them from ‘seeding the clouds’
around the world.

The idea that Trump did not shut this opera on down in the first four months of his office was
the most disappoin ng event in his tenure - only exceeded by his not shu ng them down in his
four years of office.

I will come back to end this paper with a comment about Trump and The Secret Team.

2 See www.gheart.net in my Magazine folder under “Chemtrails Paper”(2017) page 5.
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The Secret Team ST
You may remember in the movie JFK where Costner, playing the part of Jim Garrison met with
Mr. X who was Donald Sutherland3 “I just hope you get a break…” (at exactly 2:00 in the movie)
Mr. X in real life was Colonel L. Fletcher Prouty, USAF – and CIA…

Leroy Fletcher Prouty4

Robert Wiedrich, a writer for the Chicago Tribune, writes about Prouty’s book:5

Prouty does not believe the CIA was directly responsible

for Kennedy’s death. He does believe, tho, that people

who worked for the CIA on a clandes ne, part- me basis

may have been involved in behalf of what he calls

“The Secret Team,” a loose confedera on of varied

governmental military, industrial, and intelligence

people – even “think tank” analysts and interna onal

businessmen – who have forged an incredible

behind-the-scenes power bloc masquerading

behind the skirts of CIA clandes ne opera ons.

3 Prouty served as a technical adviser to Oliver Stone's 1991 film JFK. He was the inspiration for the
mysterious "X" (played by Donald Sutherland), who assists Jim Garrison in the movie. Wikipedia
4 For a short ET video with Prouty: COLONEL FLETCHER PROUTY: REVELATIONS FROM AN INSIDE MAN- 'SECRET
TEAM'.CIA. FBI. MLK ASSASSINATION (youtube.com) (20:46)
5 The Wiedrich ar cle is undated.
L. Fletcher Prouty (2011). The secret team: The CIA and its allies in control of the United States and the world. New
York, NY: Skyhorse Publishing.
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In his Preface…1997, he says the Secret Team is CIA
“the point of the spear…it is covert…it is lawless…It is subservient to the Power Elite and

protected by them…they are anonymous, and their network is ancient and world-wide. Let us
draw an example from recent history.

During the Senate Hearing of 1975 on ‘Alleged Assassina on Ploys Involving Foreign
Leaders,’ Senator Charles C. Mathias’ thoughts went back to November 22, 1963 and to the
coup d’etat brought about the surgical precision of the death of President John F. Kennedy,
when he said:

Let me draw an example from history. When Thomas Becket (Saint
Thomas Becket, 1118-1170) was proving to be an annoyance, as
Castro; the King said “Who will rid me of this man?” He didn’t say
to somebody, go out and murder him. He said who will rid me of this
man, and let it go at that. (As you recall, Thomas Becket’s threat
was not against the King, it was against the way the King wanted to
run the government.)

With no explicit orders, and with no more authority than that, four
of King Henry’s knights, found and killed “this man,” Saint Thomas
Becket inside of his church. That simple statement…no more than
a wish floa ng in air…proved to be all the orders needed.

Then, with that great historical event in mind, Senator Mathias went on to say:

…that is typical of the kind of thing which might be said, which
might be taken by the Director of Central Intelligence or by anybody
else, as Presiden al authoriza on to go forward…you felt that
some spark had been transmi ed…

To this Senator Jesse Helms added:

Yes, and if he had disappeared from the scene they would not have
been unhappy.

There’s the point! Because the structure, a “Power Elite,” “High
Cabal” or similar ul mate ruling organiza on, exists…which ignites
that “spark” of an assumed “authoriza on to go forward.” Very o en,
this is the way in which the Secret Team gets its orders…they are
no more than “a wish floa ng in air.”

This book is about a major element of this real power structure of
the world and of its impact upon the CIA and its allies around the
World (pp. xxxix – xl).
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Just past the Half way point – Four notes

One. The ‘whoever is running the show’ I had classified as the “illumina ”
and Prouty calls this “Power Elite” The Secret Team” so my error is in the naming
or classifica on of who the “Deep State” really is. We are not done with these

guys…they are s ll around. The Chemtrails (SAI) are s ll visible…
The CIA is not directly involved but some of the elite secret folks in the CIA are responsible.

Two. Have railed all these years over Lyndon Baines “GD” Johnson
being the crook that he was but I maintained he was the one
responsible killing the president and for the Vietnam war – especially a er the “Gulf of
Tonkin Incident.” I have been in error. LBJ was just following the script of the ST
(illumina ). The day a er JFK was buried he started the Vietnam war escala on.
He did it because he had his ‘instruc ons.’
The CIA is not directly involved but some of the elite secret folks in the CIA are responsible.

Three. My assump on all along has been toward proving JFK was killed by more
than one shooter. The Warren Commission has been a pi ful distrac on
poorly done. JFK was methodically shot from different direc ons, the route
was selected for maximum crossfire advantage, the limo was slowed down
when the umbrella was opened, the body guards were pulled back, and
the plan worked. My error was not seeing the methodology, the madness,
and the manifesta on of success in the mission to kill JFK.
The CIA is not directly involved but some of the elite secret folks in the CIA are responsible.

Four. The “Who done it” boils down to members of the CIA. There
has been a lot of smoke screens but when you white light the evidence
it reeks of CIA involvement. My error was not seeing earlier. They have done well hiding
the folks who not only did the shoo ng but hiding the folks that suggested
“a wish floa ng in air.”
The CIA is not directly involved but some of the elite secret folks in the CIA are responsible.
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JFK John F. Kennedy

Prouty’s book does give insight into both the reasons why they took him out and reasons why
the presidents since have been rather reluctant to do things on their own. Prouty is a master at
discussing the makeup, maneuvers, and machina ons (and also conspiracies) of the Central
Intelligence Agency.

He writes well and is therefore easy reading. His in depth rendering of the history and
par cularly his experience in the CIA is just short of intriguing. He makes a big argument about
the CIA not always telling the truth and what they do say, brief, discuss, write about, and
employ is not always what it seems like and may be set up to deceive the listener, client, or the
poli cian or newsperson. He makes a big argument about what is wri en and signed off on, is
not necessarily done by the person who signs the document.

He makes a big argument about the briefings he gave as not always what he was briefing was
the truth but a persuasive rendering to get someone to comply, buy in, and then respond to the
informa on. It is called brainwashing.

This makes me pause as I read his book…

Prouty was not men oned all that much in my previous research on JFK6 and therefore is now a
pleasant rendering of old material with a different twist. Again his work goes into the heart and
soul of the CIA and is (again) a good read.

Prouty’s book moved from the details of items like the 23 pages in Groden’s book “The Killing of
a President” where he shows each of the six shots frame by frame with “There were at least
two other shots fired in Dealey Plaza that day, perhaps even four more” (p. 40).

Prouty’s work explains what we see, for instance, in watching the JFK movie. Where we see the
limos turn off of Houston on to Elm and then going west, the details of the crossfire
effec veness is shown with remarkable details of both target and by spectators. Of course, It
was an ambush.

Prouty explains this same detail in his chapter 23 “Five Presidents: ‘Nightmares We Inherited”:

“When those rifles crackled over Dealey Plaza in Dallas, Texas,
on November 22, 1963…[they] made [their] move into the big me.
[They] took control of the President and the presidency. The man [they]
killed was no longer a problem, and they had made certain that his  successor,
Lyndon Johnson, heard and remembered the sound of those guns”
(A Groden quote, p. 5).

Prouty points out where LBJ ac ons are not his own. I thought he was - but he was being
‘directed’ in his new job. “The record shows that Lyndon Johnson almost never said ‘No’”
(Prouty, p. 503).

6 See my Web site www.gheart.net in the Komm und nimm es! Folder with the two files “JFK – Turkey Shoot” and
“JFK Coverup: They lied.”
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Prouty – the end of his book.

For all its fabrica on and apparent unreality, especially in this
open society, the ST machine does have a central soul or brain…or perhaps…holy spirit.
It is the evidence of a form of new religion.
It has secrets. It has its divine…rights and obliga ons.
It has self-righteous power over life and death.
It does not believe in anything.
It does not value anything.
It is u erly ruthless.
Its greatest mo va ng force and drive is en rely undefined, because it moves by pressure.
It reacts.
It is therefore blind, meaningless, senseless.
It will do anything in the name of an -Communism.

As Kennedy saw, as Johnson may have seen, as Nixon’s “nightmare” may suggest, there is but
one way to control this massive ST structure.
It must be uncovered.
It must be made known.
It must be exposed to light.
And then it must be told NO.
To be effec ve, this means that Congress must cut its money off, not only at the central source,
but at all the hidden nerve centers.

Thus this ST must be exposed, bared, and silenced. Then a new and be er way of life must be
created. We must end the philosophy of Defense…
The CIA should be, must be, the “quiet intelligence arm of the President.” Not his nightmare.
The CIA should be limited to the func on of intelligence – and not a bit more (pp. 508-509).

Trump

(My final comments…a prayer, actually)

I wonder about Trump.
…We all wonder about him.

Wonder what the “High Cabal” Secret Team thinks about Trump?

He has a lot of light on him…

Maybe they won’t turn him west on Elm street.


